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§1 The A-Series and the B-Series

Two ways of characterizing the temporal characteristics of events/ moments:

The A-Series: being past; being present; being future (A-properties)

The B-Series: being earlier than; being later than (B-relations)

§2 The Argument from Change

McTaggart argues that if there is no A-Series, then there is no change because all temporal relations within 
the B-series are unchanging. Instead change presuppose the A-Series:

Take any event — the death of Queen Anne, for example — and consider what changes can take place 
in its characteristics. That it is a death, that it is the death of Anne Stuart, that it has such causes, that 
it has such effects — every characteristic of this sort never changes. . . But in one respect it does 
change. It was once an event in the far future. It became every moment an event in the nearer future. 
At last it was present. Then it became past, and will always remain past, though every moment it 
becomes further and further past. (p. 460)

McTaggart concludes that there is not time unless there is A-Series because there cannot be time without 
change. 

§3 Contradictoriness of the A-Series

McTaggart next argues that the A-Series cannot exist because it is self-contradictory.

• Events in the A-Series change their temporal characteristics: they change from being future to being
present to being past.

• For example, suppose E is present; then it will be past and was future.
• But time does pass, then it must also be the case that E is past and was present

→ contradiction

Attempts to avoid the contradiction:
• E is present relative to some time moment M; will be past relative to M; and was future relative to M.  
• However, the temporal characteristics of M (its presentness, pastness, etc.) either change or do not 

change.
• Suppose the temporal characteristics of M do not change: then it will always be the case that E is 

present relative to M; will be past relative to M; and was future relative to M. 
→ no change

• Suppose the temporal characteristics of M do change: then, as M changes its position in time, it will 
eventually be the case that E is past relative to M (etc.)

→ contradiction

§4 The Overall Argument

(P1) Time is real only if there is an A-Series.
(P2) There is no A-Series because it is incoherent.
(C)  So, Time is not real.


